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The problem of the depolarization of Jl+ mesons in metals is treated on the assumption that
mesonium is formed. It is shown that the exchange interaction of the electron in mesonium
with the electron fluid of the metal decidedly diminishes the depolarization of Jl+ mesons.
On reasonable assumptions about the dimensions of mesonium in a metal, estimates are
obtained that are in good agreement with the experimental data.
THE problem of the depolarization of Jl+ mesons
in condensed media has taken on importance in
connection with the discovery of the nonconservation of parity in weak interactions . 1- 3
As a consequence of the nonconservation of
parity in the 71'+ - f.l+ decay, the f.l+ mesons are
produced polarized along the direction of their
motion, and in the two-component theory of the
neutrino 2- 4 this polarization is complete. To determine the polarization of the f.l+ mesons one
can use the nonconservation of parity in the subsequent f.l+- e+ decay.
When integrated over the energy, the angular
distribution of the decay positrons has the form 2
1 + a cos e. Here e is the angle between the
momentum of the Jl+ meson and the direction of
emission of the positron, and a = Pa0 , where P
is the polarization of the f.l+ meson and a 0 depends on the type of interaction chosen in the
theory.
It is possible, however, that during the time
elapsing from the production of the f.l+ meson
until its decay there can be appreciable depolarization owing to t:p.e interaction of the f.l+ meson
with the medium.
The experimental data show that the angular
anisotropy of the positrons depends strongly on
the substance in which the f.l+ mesons are stopped. 5
In particular, in metals the anisotropy is larger
than in many other substances. The lifetime of the
f.l + meson (
l':; 2 x 10 -s sec) is evidently not long
enough for any appreciable depolarization to occur
in metals.
One of the possible mechanisms for the depolarization of Jl+ mesons is the formation of mesonium- the bound system of a f.l+ meson and an
electron.
It is readily verified that owing to the hyperfine

structure of the ground state of mesonium the formation of this system ( f.l + + e-) leads, in the absence of a surrounding medium, to depolarization
of the f.l+ meson by an average factor of two. This
value of the depolarization is obtained on the assumption that both directions of the spin of the
captured electron are equally probable.
In the case of formation of mesonium in condensed media one must also take into account irreversible processes of interaction with the medium. This means that the behavior of the density
matrix p of the system of the spins of the Jl+
meson and electron is described by the WangsnessBloch equation: 6• 7

where the index (b) refers to the medium and
p(b) is the equilibrium density matrix of the medium. Here we have: H = ( E/2) a~> a~>, with
e: = 16f.lellf.l/3r~ in vacuum, where r 0 = ti2/mee 2
is the Bohr radius i a~), a~) are the Pauli spin

matrices of the f.l+ meson and the electron, re-
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spectively; and V is the part of the operator V
for the interaction of mesonium with the medium
which is diagonal in th~ energy. ( Vnk =
Vnk [ o (E(b) - E(b) )]1/2 • E(b) and E(b) are enn
k
'
n
k
ergy levels of the medium.)
The density matrix p can be represented as
a linear combination of operators:
p=

2: PxkU!:-lU ~eJ,
xk

(2)
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normalized by the condition
Sp (U,Uk) =

a01

o,k,

(3)

As the medium to be considered we take a metal
in which all the valence electrons take part in the
conductivity. In such a metal the centers of the
crystal lattice do not produce any magnetic fields
with which the spin of the J1.+ meson could interact,
and we neglect the direct interaction of the J1. + meson with the conduction electrons. Therefore in
our case V is the operator for the interaction of
the spin of the captured electron with the conduction electrons;
Assuming that the relaxation times of the electron spin in the three independent directions are
the same, we find without difficulty:
A

(4)

ti/W is the relaxation time of the spin of the captured electron in the metal; eiKk is the antisymmetric unit tensor.
The general solution of the system (4) has the
form:
Pot= aot exp {-rot}+ bot exp {- (rr- irt) t}

+ b~ 1 exp { - (rr + irt) t},
P/o = a,o exp {·-rot} + b1o exp {- (rr- irt) t}

+ b;0 exp {-(lr + irt) t},
Pit=

(5)

a,, exp {-rot} +bit exp {(rr- ir;) t}
+bit exp {- (rr

+ b01 + b~ 1 =

a 10 + b10 + b;0 = pn),

where x(Jl.), x(e) are unit operators. The coefficients PKk are the average values of the corresponding operators:

+ irtl t}.

Using Eqs. (4) !lnd (5) we get the following system
of algebraic equations:
- roaot = (sjt)ektx axk- (W ftc) aot.
- (rr- irt)bot = (s/1) exki bxk- (W /1) bot,
-"[oCtio = (sjt)exfkaxk,
(6)
- ( lr- irt) bjo = (sjti) exik bxk>
- roa,, = (s/ti) (eki/ aok + ek/i akO)- (W /ti) a,, ,
- (lr- irt) bij = (s/ti) (ehfi bko
ekif bok)- (W /ti) bit ·

+

On the assumption that at the instant of its capture
the electron is unpolarized and that there is no
polarization correlation Pji> we have for the initial conditions:
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0,

a1, + b11

+ b~, =

(7)
0,

where p~ 0 ) is the value of the polarization vector
pjo of th~0 p.+ meson at the initial time.
As will become evident later, in metals W » E.
Keeping the first few terms of the expansion in the
small parameter E/W, we readily obtain the relations
o.)Q =

1

POt. =

}Q

2
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2
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Thus the relaxation time of the Jl.+ meson spin
turns out to be given by 'fiW/ E2 » 'fi/ E, and thus
during times of the order of 11/ E, which are characteristic of the hyperfine splitting of mesonium,
there is no halving of the polarization. Physically
this means that the strong interaction with the conduction electrons breaks the coupling of the captured electron to the spin of the p.+ meson, so that
the depolarization of the Jl.+ meson is slowed down.*
To obtain an estimate of the relaxation time of
the electron spin in the metal we note the fact that
the interaction of the electron in the mesonium
atom with the conduction electrons is mainly an
exchange interaction. When the mesonium atom
collides with an electron with its spin opposite to
that of the electron in the mesonium atom, the
electrons can change places. Since such exchange
collisions are due to Coulomb forces they are predominant over the magnetic interactions, which are
relativistic effects.
For the number of exchange collisions in unit
time we get:
<X>

W

m

-1i-=7t 2 1i.3

\.\

-

n(E)cr(E)(l-n(E))EdE,

(8)

where a ( E ) is the cross section of the exchange
interaction, which depends on the energy E of
the conduction electron, and
n(£) =

(e(E-1'-)/hT

+ lfl

is the Fermi distribution. Computing the expression (8) under the conditions kT « p., J1. = E .
( J1. is the chemical potential, and Eo is the Fermi
limit energy) and with the approximation a ( E 0 ) ,..,
r~, we readily find:
*Similar considerations have been given earlier in a qualitative form by Ia. B. Zel'dovich.
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m£ 0 kT
mE 0 r~
W=~·a(E 0 )~·~kT;
1t

n.

1t

n

here 1i2 /mr~ = me 4/n2 is the atomic unit of energy,
and E 0 is also of the order of an atomic energy.
Thus
W

~kT=300°.

Since E = 16~-te~-t 1.J3r~ ~ 0.1°, W » E, as was
assumed above.
For the relaxation time of the 1-'+ meson spin
we get: Trel = 1iW/2E2 "'10- 7 sec, i.e., Trel < Tt.
With such a ratio of the times some depolarization
should occur. It must be noted, however, that in
the calculations the radius of mesonium was taken
to be the Bohr radius. In actual fact, in condensed
media it can be somewhat larger. If we note further that the relaxation time of the 1-'+ meson spin
is very sensitive to the value assumed for the
radius r 0 ( T rel "' r~, since T rel "' e: - 2 and e: "'
r 03 ), when with reasonable assumptions regarding the radius of mesonium in metals we can get
satisfactory agreement with experiment. Verification of the assumed depolarization mechanism
could be obtained by experiments to determine
the angular anisotropy of the positrons from

1-t+ - e decay at low temperatures.
The depolarization caused by the formation of
mesonium in metals should increase with decrease
of the temperature (since W "' kT), whereas with
other depolarization mechanisms the behavior will
evidently be the opposite of this.
The writer expresses his deep gratitude to V.
G. Nosov for directing this work and to S. T. Beliaev
for suggesting the topic.
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